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Eileen Gray 2014
largely neglected for much of her career eileen gray was rediscovered in the late 1960s today
she is regarded as one of the most important designers and architects of the twentieth
century publisher s description

Hertwig 2017-12-24
a biography about the graphic designer max hertwig who worked at the beginning of the
20th century with and for such masters of design as peter behrens walter gropius and ludwig
mies van der rohe chamelion and zelig like he happened to be in the right places at the right
time without getting much attention for his substantial contributions to the discipline and
profession of graphic design this book by hertwig s grandson c arthur croyle a well known
illustrator and painter provides a comprehensive and exhaustive study of hertwig s amazing
yet almost forgotten work croyle s story of hertwig serves as a vehicle to chronicle the events
movements and people who impacted art and design during the culturally and politically
dynamic era in the early part of the 20th century hertwig s professional activities intersect
with peter behrens walter gropius and mies van der rohe among other bright stars of
architecture graphic design and art and includes participation in landmark design work for
such companies as aeg general electric company of germany and the fagus factory design
initiatives that preceded and shaped the foundation for the bauhaus philosophy

Ettore Sottsass 1993
italian architect and designer ettore sottsass is celebrated internationally for his contribution
to architecture industrial and furniture design ceramics jewelry crafts graphic design and
photography he founded the memphis group and through its startling eclectic and irreverent
aesthetic he dominated furniture and interior style for over a decade almost every area of
modern design displays his influence featuring over 100 full page illustrations photographs
architectural drawings sketches collages this monograph explores sottsass s work in all his
many fields of activity including his world famous office products for olivetti and his colorful
memphis furniture barbara radice a long time companion of sottsass gives a sensitive
account of his life and work drawing on her keen understanding of his talents personality
preoccupations likes and dislikes she outlines his working methods describes the inspiration
he draws from popular culture follows him on his constant travels and explains the
interactions necessary for his long term responsibilities at olivetti s design division this is a
splendidly complete summary of the career and achievement of ettore sottsass one of the
most stimulating innovative inspired and entertaining in modern times barbara radice is the
editor of terrazzo and regular contributor to several italian art and design magazines she was
co author of sottsass associates 1989

Popular Indian Leaders Biographies : BIOGRAPHY OF
LOKNAYAK JP/Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam: Biography Of A



Saintly Scientist/THE LIFE AND TIMES OF VEER
SAVARKAR 2022-09-21
popular indian leaders biographies biography of loknayak jp dr a p j abdul kalam biography of
a saintly scientist the life and times of veer savarkar by a k gandhi this collection of
biographies delves into the lives of three iconic indian leaders who have left a profound
impact on the nation s history and society from the inspiring journey of loknayak jp the
visionary leadership of dr a p j abdul kalam to the life and times of veer savarkar these books
offer valuable insights into the contributions and legacies of these exceptional leaders key
aspects of the book popular indian leaders biographies biography of loknayak jp dr a p j abdul
kalam biography of a saintly scientist the life and times of veer savarkar biography of
loknayak jp the book chronicles the life of loknayak jayaprakash narayan a prominent leader
in india s independence movement and later a key figure in the fight against the emergency
it portrays his unwavering commitment to democracy and social justice dr a p j abdul kalam
biography of a saintly scientist this biography highlights the life and achievements of dr a p j
abdul kalam the revered scientist and former president of india it delves into his immense
contributions to the fields of science and technology as well as his inspiring leadership and
vision for the nation the life and times of veer savarkar the book provides an in depth
account of the life of veer savarkar a revolutionary freedom fighter and prominent political
leader it explores his nationalist ideology and role in india s struggle for independence a k
gandhi is an acclaimed biographer and historian known for his extensive research and
writings on indian leaders and historical figures his dedication to preserving and narrating the
lives of these iconic leaders shines through in this collection of biographies

‘True Biographies of Nations?’ 2019-04-17
dictionaries of national biography are a long established and significant genre of biographical
and historical writing existing in many forms across the globe this book brings together
practitioners from around the english speaking world to reflect on national biographical
dictionary projects recent cultural journeys and the challenges presented to them by such
developments as the transition to a digital environment a new alertness to the need to
represent diversity and the rise of transnationalism exploring their paths forward the
chapters of this book collectively make a powerful argument for the continued value and
importance of large scale collaborative biographical dictionary research

The International Design Yearbook 2001 2001
the editor has grouped together objects in catagories which illuminate current developments
in design such as home office furniture the work of leading architects ranging from norman
foster and david chipperfield to zaha hadid and kazuyo sejima new treatments of traditional
forms like wickerware minimalist designs and innovations from leading companies like apple
philips sharp and siemens bookjacket



Engineering 2016
what types of robots will the future bring how do biomedical devices help patients have you
ever wondered how 3 d glasses work meet three women who are working hard in the
engineering field

The National Cyclopaedia of American Biography 1896
research can face artificial intelligence ai as an issue of technology development but also as
an issue of enacted technology at work human centered design of ai gives emphasis to the
expertise and needs of human beings as a starting point of technology development or as an
outcome of ai based work settings this is an important goal as expressed for example by the
international labor organization s call for a human centered agenda for the future of ai and
automation collaboration this research topic raises the question of what human centricity
means i e what are the criteria and indicators of human centered ai and how can they be
considered and implemented

Human-Centered AI at Work: Common Ground in
Theories and Methods 2024-04-26
a valuable resource containing the finest architectural projects worldwide all projects are
illustrated with stunning photographs informative plans and detailed text a comprehensive
index lists the projects by name in alphabetical order while the con

International Architecture Yearbook 7 2001
the growing together of the european labour markets proves to be a genuine challenge for
education particularly for vet systems vet systems have to provide future employees with the
necessary qualifications that they are well equipped for flexibility mobility and challenges of
international cooperation on the labour market if today s vet systems are able to impart
these key qualifications is unknown therefore the german government bmwa initiated a
feasibility study on vet modelled on the basis of pisa research studies the concept of a pisa
for vocational education and training presented in this book was developed by leading
international experts in the field it shows how a measuring of expertise and competence is
actually possible it describes the criteria to be used for the evaluation of training programs
and discusses how the efficiency of different learning places are to be evaluated this study
explores the conditions and processes necessary for an improvement of vocational education
and training in the participating countries it thereby provides a significant contribution for the
political debate but also for the academic discussion for instance on the establishing of a
european system of vet

PISA-VET 2006
teleworking is an up to date groundbreaking and comprehensive assessment of teleworking it
includes multidisciplinary contributions drawing on sociology management science



economics philosophy and information technology analysis of post modern and post industrial
theoretical contexts a selection of empirical studies from across the world accounts of
different modes of teleworking from homeworking to centre based working examination of
the links between teleworking and the virtual organisation wide ranging detailed and original
this book is a valuable introduction to teleworking and an important contribution to the
debate on the future of the labour market

Teleworking 2002-01-31
participatory case study work shows academic co researchers how to adapt and implement
their methods so that data collection and analysis is authentically participatory at the heart
of this text is advocating a participatory approach to case study work with co construction as
a catalyst for shared understanding and action in advancing ageing studies whilst case study
research has a relatively long tradition in the canon of research methodologies little attention
has so far been paid to the importance and value of participatory case study work this is
surprising as its egalitarian and democratic value base naturally lends itself to the co
production and co creation of personal and collective theory drawn directly from lived
experience the book brings together over 15 years worth of participatory case study work in
ageing studies in which the editors have been actively involved as either front line
researchers or as supervisors to phd and mphil studies adopting the methodology and from
where each of the contributors is selected real life case examples are shared in the main
chapters of the book and they provide direction as to how learning can be applied to other
settings the chapters also contain key references and recommended reading this volume will
appeal to undergraduate and postgraduate students as well as postdoctoral researchers
interested in fields such as research methods qualitative methods ageing studies and mental
health studies

Participatory Case Study Work 2021-01-03
exploring the relationship between museums and biographies this collection of essays
examines examples from the early 19th century to the present day

Museums and Biographies 2014
bringing together a collection of high profile authors biographies and space presents essays
exploring the relationship between biography and space and how specific subjects are used
as a means of explaining sets of social cultural and spatial relationships biographical methods
of historical investigation can bring out the authentic voice of subjects revealing personal
meanings and strategies in space as well as providing a means to analyze relations between
the personal and the social writing about both actual architectural and imagined pictorial
space the authors consider issues of gender childhood sexuality and race highlighting an
increasing fluidity and interaction between theory methods and history biographies and
space is an original and exciting new book with direct relevance to both architectural and art
history



Biographies & Space 2007-12-11
the big design surveys of the past few years tend to have two things in common a lot of
creative design and very few women designers dish is here to set the record straight this
exciting collection features new work by over forty emerging and established female
designers from over fifteen countries the innovative cutting edge work in dish provides a
fresh take on current trends in product design for the home including furniture ceramics
glassware lighting and textiles works range from monica nicoletti s place holders moving
boxes that serve as transitional furniture to matali crasset s phytolab that combines plants
and plastic in a bathroom project they explore materials from sara unruh s chemically treated
silk fabric to anette hermann s rubber and metal chair in which the user becomes part of the
construction each designer is featured with examples of her work biographical information
and a personal statement that encapsulates her approach a foreword by susan yelavich and
essays by experts in making selling and critiquing contemporary design offer insights into the
conceptual aesthetic functional and political nature of the work all together this book dishes
out the hottest work around

Dish 2005
pt 1 managing time people and practices pt 2 managed by time structures and regimes pt 3
combining perspectives

Time in Organizational Research 2008-09-09
the book draws on the 2007 changing academic profession international survey in order to
document the personal characteristics career trajectories sense of identity commitment and
job satisfaction of academics in 14 countries with different levels of economic and social
development and different higher education systems with nearly 26 000 academics surveyed
in 19 countries of which 14 are reporting their results in this volume the empirical basis of the
book is the most up to date and far reaching in the area with major changes taking place
both in the local and global contexts of higher education and in the working conditions within
individual universities as exemplified by increasing managerialism and performance based
funding it is important to consider the impact of these changes on the profiles and working
lives of the academic profession across different countries but it is also important to look at
the ways in which the faculty s changing profile impacts on the organisation and
management of universities and on the delivery of their central functions although not always
obvious in the short term academic work and its conditions attract incorporate and promote
different types of individuals who in turn exert considerable influence on the nature of
academic work higher education institutions and potentially society as faculty members are
central to the teaching research and service enterprise activities of higher education it is
important to understand their personal characteristics career trajectories sense of identity
and commitment and job satisfaction these are central for understanding the academic
profession in general and in particular the factors affecting their involvement and productivity
in the work of their institutions these are a complex result of a mixture of contextual factors e
g the status and regulatory framework of the higher education system the features and
atmosphere of the particular institution and personal factors e g gender educational



attainment family background attitudes to work and broader social values this book
examines the different situations facing the academic profession in individual countries and
provides comparative studies of country differences

Biographies and Careers throughout Academic Life
2016-06-01
2 dolls 30 elegant costumes sophisticated cocktail dresses lavish ball gowns stunning casual
wear and more by bill blass halston ungaro armani others

Great Fashion Designs of the Eighties Paper Dolls
1998-01-13
the edited volume age and work advances in theory methods and practice presents a
systematic collection of key advances in theory methods and practice regarding age ing and
work this cutting edge collection breaks new ground by developing novel and useful theory
explaining underutilized but important methodological approaches and suggesting original
practical applications of emerging research topics the book begins with a prologue by the
world health organization s unit head for aging and health an introduction on the topic by the
editors and an overview of past current and future workforce age trends subsequently the
first main section outlines theoretical advances regarding alternative age constructs e g
subjective age intersectionality of age with gender and social class paradoxical age related
actions generational identity and integration of lifespan theories the second section presents
methodological advances regarding behavioral assessment age at the team and
organizational levels longitudinal and diary methods experiments and interventions
qualitative methods and the use of archival data the third section covers practical advances
regarding age and job crafting knowledge exchange the work nonwork interface healthy
aging and absenteeism and presenteeism and organizational meta strategies for younger
and older workers the book concludes with an epilogue by an eminent scholar in age and
work written in a scientific yet accessible manner the book offers a valuable resource for
undergraduate and graduate students academics in the fields of psychology and business as
well as practitioners working in the areas of human resource management and organizational
development

Age and Work 2022-01-16
introduction to engineering design is a practical straightforward workbook designed to
systematize the often messy process of designing solutions to open ended problems from
learning about the problem to prototyping a solution this workbook guides developing
engineers and designers through the iterative steps of the engineering design process
created in a freshman engineering design course over ten years this workbook has been
refined to clearly guide students and teams to success together with a series of instructional
videos and short project examples the workbook has space for teams to execute the
engineering design process on a challenge of their choice designed for university students as
well as motivated learners the workbook supports creative students as they tackle important



problems introduction to engineering design is designed for educators looking to use project
based engineering design in their classroom

The International Design Yearbook 2005
lists over 750 sources focusing on the reference needs of adults the primary objective was to
select quality reference tools which cover many different topics topics include general works
biography philosophy religion language literature visual arts applied sciences sports and
recreation home life social customs and education

Introduction to Engineering Design 2021-08-10
biofictions sets out to explore this renewed interest in romantic artist figures in the context of
the current renaissance of life writing

A Dictionary of General Biography 1867
launch your career in writing for video games or animation with the best tips tricks and
tutorials from the focal press catalog all at your fingertips let our award winning writers and
game developers show you how to generate ideas and create compelling storylines concepts
and narratives for your next project write your way into animation and games provides
invaluable information on getting into the game and animation industries you will benefit
from decades of insider experience about the fields of animation and games with an
emphasis on what you really need to know to start working as a writer navigate the business
aspects gain unique skills and develop the craft of writing specifically for aniamtion and
games learn from the cream of the crop who have shared their knowledge and experience in
these key focal press guides digital storytelling second edition by carolyn handler miller
animation writing and development by jean ann wright writing for animation comics and
games by christy marx story and simulations for serious games by nick iuppa and terry borst
writing for multimedia and the third edition by timothy garrand

A Dictionary of General Biography 1875
the most comprehensive state project of its kind the dictionary provides information on some
4 000 notable north carolinians whose accomplishments and occasional misdeeds span four
centuries much of the bibliographic information found in the six volumes has been compiled
for the first time all of the persons included are deceased they are native north carolinians no
matter where they made the contributions for which they are noted or non natives whose
contributions were made in north carolina

Handbook of Reference Sources and Services for Small
and Medium-Sized Libraries 1996-07
over the past thirty years the sociological study of ageing has progressed from being a
narrowly focused modestly sized problem orientated sub field of disciplinary inquiry to its



current status as a distinct extremely wide ranging endeavor that deals with many aspects of
older peoples economic social and cultural lives this volume brings together a broad range of
theoretical essays and specific case studies by eminent scholars in the field sociology of
ageing a reader will be a useful resource for not only sociology students and professional
sociologists but also for those based in social anthropology psychology geography population
studies politics and cultural studies

Biofictions 1999
international law s rich existence in the world can be illuminated by its objects international
law is often developed conveyed and authorized through its objects and or their
representation from the symbolic the regalia of the head of state and the symbols of
sovereignty to the mundane a can of dolphin safe tuna certified as complying with
international trade standards international legal authority can be found in the objects around
us similarly the practice of international law often relies on material objects or their image
both as evidence satellite images bones of the victims of mass atrocities and to found
authority for instance maps and charts this volume considers these questions firstly what
might the study of international law through objects reveal what might objects rather than
texts tell us about sources recognition of states construction of territory law of the sea or
international human rights law secondly what might this scholarly undertaking reveal about
the objects as aims or projects of international law how do objects reveal or perhaps mask
these aims and what does this tell us about the reasons some physical or material objects are
foregrounded and others hidden or ignored thirdly what objects icons and symbols preoccupy
the profession and academy the personal selection of these objects by leading and emerging
scholars worldwide will illuminate the contemporary and historical fascinations of
international lawyers as a result the volume will be an important artefact itself an object in its
own right capturing the mood of international law in a given moment and providing
opportunity for reflection on these preoccupations by considering international law in the
context of its material culture the authors offer a new theoretical perspective on the subject

Write Your Way into Animation and Games 2012-11-12
this thought provoking book analyses recent innovations for researching travel behaviour
over the life course original in its approach it synthesises quantitative qualitative and mixed
methods to contribute to conceptual methodological and empirical advancements in the field

The National Cyclopedia of American Biography, Being
the History of the United States as Illustrated in the
Lives of the Founders, Builders, and Defenders of the
Republic, and of the Men and Women who are Doing
the Work and Moulding the Thought of the Present



Time 1893
the springer international handbook of educational development in asia pacific breaks new
ground with a comprehensive fine grained and diverse perspective on research and
education development throughout the asia pacific region in 13 sections and 127 chapters
the handbook delves into a wide spectrum of contemporary topics including educational
equity and quality language education learning and human development workplace learning
teacher education and professionalization higher education organisations citizenship and
moral education and high performing education systems the handbook is grounded in
specific asia pacific contexts and scholarly traditions using unique country specific narratives
for example vietnam and melanesia and socio cultural investigations through lenses such as
language identity or colonisation while offering parallel academic discourse and analyses
framed by broader policy commentary from around the world

Dictionary of North Carolina Biography 2000-11-09
explores critical and creative responses to the contemporary poetry archiveprovides an
innovative new dialogue between critics and creative writers on the value and practice of the
literary archiveexpandes the scope for understanding perspectives on and the opposition
between creative and critical relations to archival materialsopens up a new cross disciplinary
agenda for thinking the archive as both a source for scholarship and a source of inspiration
for creative practicethese 13 newly commissioned chapters examine the impact of archival
poetry collections on both literary scholarship and poetic practice they examine what we can
learn from the drafts notebooks and personal libraries left behind by poets and look at the
ways in which the growth of poetry archives has changed the way poets think about their
work the contributing poets and scholars including susan howe sean o brien and george
szirtes present an in depth account of the significance of poetry archives for contemporary
literature the collection provides a new cross disciplinary agenda for thinking about the
archive as both a source for scholarship and inspiration for creative practice

The National Cyclopedia of American Biography 1895
content is king and the new kingmaker and your message needs to align with your model and
metrics and other mumbo jumbo right whether you re slogging through theory or buzzwords
there s no denying content strategy is coming of age but what s in it for you and if you re not
a content strategist why should you care because even if content strategy isn t your job
content s probably your problem and probably more than you think you or your business has
a message you want to deliver right you can deliver that message through various channels
and content types from tweets to testimonials and photo galleries galore and your audience
has just as many ways of engaging with it so many ways so much content so where s the
problem that is the problem and you can measure it in time creativity money lost opportunity
and the sobs you hear equally from creative directors project managers and search engine
marketing specialists the solution is content strategy and this book offers real world
examples and approaches you can adopt no matter your role on the team put content
strategy to work for you by gathering this book into your little hands and gobbling up never
before seen case studies from teams at johns hopkins medicine mini icebreaker and more



content strategy at work is a book for designers information architects copywriters project
managers and anyone who works with visual or verbal content it discusses how you can
communicate and forge a plan that will enable you your company or your client get that
message across and foster better user experiences presents a content strategy framework
and ways to implement in both in house marketing departments and consultancies includes
case studies interviews and lessons learned from retail apparel network television business to
business automotive non profit and higher ed brands details practical sales techniques to sell
content strategy and use content strategy processes to sell other services and larger projects

Sociology of Ageing 2009
this state of the art book explores the implications of contemporary trends that are shaping
the future of museum experiences in four separate sections it looks into how museums are
developing dialogical relationships with their audiences reaching out beyond their local
communities to involve more diverse and broader audiences it examines current practices in
involving crowds not as passive audiences but as active users co designers and co creators it
looks critically and reflectively at the design implications raised by the application of novel
technologies and by museums becoming parts of connected museum systems and large
institutional ecosystems overall the book chapters deal with aspects such as sociality
creation and sharing as ways of enhancing dialogical engagement with museum collections
they address designing experiences including participatory exhibits crowd sourcing and
crowd mining that are meaningful and rewarding for all categories of audiences involved
museum experience design reflects on different approaches to designing with novel
technologies and discusses illustrative and diverse roles of technology both in the design
process as well as in the experiences designed through those processes the trend of
museums becoming embedded in ecosystems of organisations and people is dealt with in
chapters that theoretically reflect on what it means to design for ecosystems illustrated by
design cases that exemplify practical and methodological issues in doing so written by an
interdisciplinary group of design researchers this book is an invaluable source of inspiration
for researchers students and professionals working in this dynamic field of designing
experiences for and around museums

International Law's Objects 2018-12-20
based on qualitative research with young people aged from 18 to 30 in five european
countries this book examines young peoples pathways to adulthood and their perspectives
on their future work and family lives

Mobility and Travel Behaviour Across the Life Course
2020-12-25
a growing heterogeneity of demand the advent of long tail markets exploding product
complexities and the rise of creative consumers are challenging companies in all industries to
find new strategies to address these trends mass customization mc has emerged in the last
decade as the premier strategy for companies in all branches of industry to profit from
heterogeneity of demand and a broad scope of other customer demands the research and



practical experience collected in this book presents the latest thinking on how to make mass
customization work more than 50 authors from academia and management debate on what
is viable now what did not work in the past and what lurks just below the radar in mass
customization personalization and related fields edited by two leading authorities in the field
of mass customization both volumes of the book discuss among many other themes the
latest research and insights on customization strategies product design for mass
customization virtual models co design toolkits customization value measurement open
source architecture customization communities and mc supply chains through a number of
detailed case studies prominent examples of mass customization are explained and
evaluated in larger context and perspective

International Handbook on Education Development in
the Asia-Pacific 2023-11-20
this study examines not only the objects and processes that make up the artworlds of human
history but also the social and cultural circumstances the historicised contexts that bring
about their making frame their functioning inform their properties and influence their effects
both at the time of their creation and throughout their subsequent biographies in the short
span that art has played a part in human life one may conceive of time as a social river with
a strong current towards the capricious mainstream and eddies and quiet pools near the
banks the current will flow faster in spate and slower in drought but it will be forever in
motion it will be unpredictable nothing will stop its inexorable force art runs in that social
river subject to the flow and chance of time

Contemporary Poetry Archive 2019-05-23

Content Strategy at Work 2012-02-17

Museum Experience Design 2018-02-15

Young Europeans, Work and Family 2002-11

Research in Mass Customization and Personalization
2009-12-01

The Social Life of Art 2014-11-10
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